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Content editorial

 Dear Colleagues and Friends, 
 Welcome to our Foreign Rights Catalogue.

JUMBO is an independent, high quality German publishing house for 
audiobooks and books. With our imprints JUMBO, GOYALiT and 
GOYAlibre, we offer exceptional audio productions for adults, young 
adults and children. It is our understanding, that everyone, including 
the youngest members of our society, deserve quality audiobooks 
and books. This is reflected in our motto – »Only the best for children«. 
We work alongside bestselling German authors like Cornelia Funke, 
Klaus-Peter Wolf, Dora Heldt, Kirsten Boie, Christiane Franke, Thomas 
Glavinic, Moritz Rinke, Alice Pantermüller, Andrea Reitmeyer, and  
Katharina Hagena. Aside from that, we also enable talented and  
renowned international authors to tell their story to a German audience. 
We are proud to lend a german voice to Andrea Camilleri, Ben Aaro-
novitch, Roddy Doyle, Viveca Sten, Dave Eggers, Philippe Pozzo di 
Borgo, Anne-Marie Garat, Baptistine Mésange, Florian Pigé, Anthony 
Horowitz, Rocio Bonilla, Adolfo Serra, and Tschingis Aitmatow, among 
others. In addition to the children's book program, under the imprint 
JUMBO, we recently launched a literary book program under the name 
of GOYA. Our program includes in-house productions, licenses and 
co-editions.

For more information or ordering reading copies, please do not  
hesitate to contact us. We are looking forward to hearing from you!

With best wishes,
The GOYA book team

ContaCt:

rights@jumbo-medien.de 
phone: +49 (0) 40-429 30 400

You Can also write to:

JUMBO Neue Medien & Verlag GmbH  
Foreign Rights  
Henriettenstraße 42a  
20259 Hamburg, Germany



When the building of the GDR fermentation plant’s daycare is about to be sold, 
opening old wounds in small town in Brandenburg, it sparks a bitter fight for the 
preservation of the characteristic building.
A few years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, the fermentation plant Königswerder 
West had to close, which left lab assistant Erika Grüning and her husband to start 
afresh at the age of fifty. But Erika sees a chance, when the lake by their small 
town turns into a sought-after weekend getaway spot for people from Berlin 
who build golf courts and luxury mansions. Erika and her husband start cleaning 
houses, taking care of the gardens, the boathouses, or clogged gutters. They’re 
eventually hired to declutter the yard of the old fermentation plant’s daycare  
Peacetime, where they come across surprising findings on the seemingly un- 
remarkable Sascha Behrends, who leads the sale. While Erika and her husband still 
ponder over how to use their newly gained information, the decision is taken 
from them in a most unexpected way.
Peacetime is a quirky but political antihero-story. A tale on the embezzlement  
as well as an ode to friendship – and to the freedom brought on by the second 
half of life.

 
a daring exploit about the provincial Brandenburg, 
brilliant and heartwarming. read it and revel in it!
Die Literaturagenten (radioeins), Gesa Ufer

the German reunification was never told like this  
before. authentic, endearing characters who chose  
a third path between leaving and resignation.  
a new start late in life that feels like returning at  
the same time.
RBB Kultur, Franziska Walser

› an authentic insight into 
German history

› refreshing read full of  
detailed observations

› about identity, family and 
the meaning of home

luCia JaY von seldeneCk
was born and raised in Berlin. After her studies  

and several semesters abroad, she started working  

as a journalist and public relations manager.  

She also published several books, predominantly  

relating to Berlin in one way or another. Today, she  

is a full-time writer, living in Berlin-Kreuzberg.  

She loves alternating between being right in the  

thick of it and as far away as possible – visiting one  

of Brandeburg’s lakes, for example. Peacetime is  

her first novel.

Lucia Jay von SeLdeneck

Peacetime

Lucia Jay von Seldeneck

Peacetime

Published by GOYA
Novel
978-3-8337-4556-0 

October 2022
224 Pages

All rights available
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In her early work, Hilde Domin describes her experiences in exile. The cycle 
consists of eight stories, which focus on the encounters between European  
and Latin American culture. It has never been published in its original form –  
until now. 
It is an extraordinary find from Domin’s literary remains: In the 1940s, before  
Hilde Palm (née Löwenstein) gained prominence in Germany as post-war  
poet under her pen name “Domin”, she compiled this cycle of eight stories.  
Despite all her efforts – she even translated the texts into English herself –,  
no publisher dared to take on her work during the war.
After she made a name for herself when back in Germany, individual stories  
from the cycle were printed in newspapers or other anthologies, but it was  
never published in the form in which it was originally intended.
The stories show how the clash between cultures can lead to comical and  
absurd situations but is often accompanied by prejudice against the unknown. 
The text highlights the importance to approach one another openly and thus 
grow as a society – just as important today, as it was back then. 
In this high-quality book, large illustrations are integrated in every story.

› all texts collected in an  
anthology for the first time

› the early works by the  
distinguished writer

› High-quality edition  
with unique illustrations  
by ulrike Möltgen

editors

denise reiMann and  
Carla swiderski  

met due to Hilde Domin. As doctoral candidates, 

both did research and published papers on Domin. 

A visit to the German Literature Archive Marbach 

during which they discovered the typescripts sparked 

the idea to publish the anthology Domin has written  

during her years in exile – to shine light on Hilde 

Domin as a narrator, not only as a poet. 

aFterword

MarGarete von  
sCHwarzkopF  

is journalist, writer, editor, and host to several  

events. For decades now, her literary critiques  

have been valued by the NDR, a renown German  

public television broadcaster, and other media.  

Furthermore, she knew Hilde Domin personally and 

Schwarzkopf’s father, as a writer and politician,  

also experienced living in exile.

illustrations

ulrike MöltGen  

was born 1973 and studied communication  

design under Wolf Erlbruch. For some time, she  

was teaching at Folkwang University of the Arts  

in Essen. Today, she is living in Wuppertal and  

working as an illustrator and a designer. For her  

work, she has received multiple prizes, among  

others the renown German design award. 

HiLde domin

Stories from the Antilles 

Hilde Domin

Stories from the Antilles 

Published by GOYA
Novel
978-3-8337-4527-0 

October 2022
144 Pages

All rights available
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The best friends are those, you share your whole life with. But what if these friends 
have very different aspirations in life? Should you hold on to each other, despite 
everything, or might it be time to let go?
Three friends in their late twenties. Insa, Hannes and Nico grew up together in a 
small Frisian town and stayed friends, even after their escape from the backwater 
town. They’re inseparable, tell each other everything – almost. More and more 
secrets seem to pile up between them. Their individual plans for the future are 
not compatible anymore. Hannes wants to move back to take over his grand-
father’s workshop, Nico fell in love with a pregnant woman and Insa is floating 
through life without purpose. Their once inseparable bond threatens to break 
apart. So they decide to go on a last big journey together – to the soundtrack of 
their lives, from Django Reinhardt to Patti Smith, from Queen to Team Dresch.  
All three of them are inevitably heading towards an adulthood which will lead 
them into very different directions.
It is a moving story about the changes in childhood friendships and the end of a 
shared phase in life. Ela Meyer’s story is both heart-warming and funny.

› on growing up, finding 
your way in life and the  
power of friendship

› From Frisia to Barcelona  
in an old van

› a moving portrait of a  
whole generation

› a sing-along soundtrack, 
insightful conversations  
and a last summer together

ela MeYer
was born in 1973 in Frisia and has lived in  

Oldenburg and Hamburg. Today, she is  

living on a small boat near Barcelona. She  

has worked in therapeutics and as a sub- 

stance abuse counselor for several years.  

She has also played guitar in two Riot Grrrl  

Bands. Currently, she is teaching German  

as a foreign language. Her short stories  

have been published in several literary  

magazines and anthologies.

FiCtion
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Ela Meyer

It’s always been cold 

Published by GOYA
Novel
978-3-8337-4498-3

March 2022
256 Pages

All rights available
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Katharina is fully content with her life. She has been happily married to Hannes 
for twenty years, they have two kids and run a successful vineyard in Styria, 
Austria. Her daughter Johanna just finished school and Katharina knows how to 
handle the macho behaviour of her pubescent son Oskar. But then she is cata-
pulted back to her past, when a phone call from her hometown by the North 
Sea reaches her. The father she has not spoken to in twenty years is gravely ill.  
Long buried memories are suddenly resurfacing, and Katharina reflects on the 
path her life has taken.
When Katharina arrives at her hometown, her father is in a coma and her cousin 
has taken over the family’s shipyard, but his motives are dubious. Meanwhile in 
Austria, her 19-year-old daughter falls in love with the 30-year-old and married 
Patrick while her son Oskar is caught shoplifting and above all, her husband 
Hannes is having an affair with Katharina’s best friend. Katharina feels torn  
between the North Sea and Styria: Who needs her more? Can she abandon  
her father? Will her family fall apart without her? And, most importantly, what 
does she want? 

› German bestselling  
author Christiane Franke

› a vibrant story about the 
courage it takes to change 
one’s life

› torn between the rough 
beauty of the north sea  
and the styrian vineyards

› a charming woman  
facing her life

CHristiane Franke  
The German novelist Christiane Franke was  

born 1963 in Wilhelmshaven, right by the sea. She  

teaches creative writing and is best known for the  

crime series about two female detectives set in  

Ostfriesland (»Ostfrieslandkrimis«), which she  

co-writes with Cornelia Kuhnert. Franke quickly  

became a renowned author, many of her books  

are bestsellers and were prominently placed in the  

regional book charts. Her numerous book tours  

and about twenty novels gained her a large and  

loyal fanbase. She still lives in her hometown  

Wilhelmshaven but loves the dissimilarities  

between the North Sea and Styria, where  

part of her family lives. She particularly enjoys  

strolling through the Styrian vineyards.

woMen’s FiCtion

cHriStiane Franke

Back to the Seaside After All

Christiane Franke

Back to the Seaside After All

Published by GOYA
Novel
978-3-8337-4337-5

August 2021
300 Pages

All rights available
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Does it take a pandemic, to rekindle the long-forgotten thirst for adventure?  
For the Böhnings, definitely. Against all better judgement, this damn wanderlust 
coaxes them to embark on a journey – in corona times, of all times. But all the 
careful planning in the world could not prevent the complete chaos which unfolds, 
when bizarre coincidences push them to the test. The Böhnings roadtrip develops 
more and more into a journey of self-exploration. There is only one thing,  
which might help: a generous dose of humour …

This is much more than a story of rediscovering love. It is a plea for courage,  
imagination and positivity, even in times of crisis.

› German bestselling  
author katharina Münk

› a roadtrip like no other

› no pandemic can stop  
the Böhnings

› a  plea for courage,  
imagination and positivity

katHarina Münk  
writes screenplays as well as fiction and  

non-fiction books. Her works »Und morgen  

bringe ich ihn um« (»Tomorrow, I’m going to  

kill him«) and »Die Insassen« (»The Inmates«)  

stayed on the German bestseller lists for 

weeks. In her vivid stories, Katharina Münk  

manages to reflect on current issues in a  

humourous way. Her novels »Die Insassen«  

(»The Inmates«) and »Die Eisläuferin«  

(»The Ice-Skater«) were adapted into film  

by the German public broadcasters  

ARD and ZDF.

Katharina Münk

Mrs Böhning Takes Off.  

A Different Kind of Roadtrip

Published by GOYA
Novel
978-3-8337-4376-4

May 2021
140 Pages

Available rights:
eBook Version
Audiobook Download Version
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